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Webpage Visitors Traffic Course What A Broke, Un-Employed 27-Year-Old and My Date With Drew

Barrymore Can Teach You About Creating Endless Leads, Generating Sales and Making MONEY

ONLINE Learn How to Reach Over 1 BILLION Net Users Globally - All Exactly One Click Away From

Your Website (1-Click Away From Spending Money With YOU) Why should you care about Brian... ...

especially since you have no idea who he is? Because he accomplished something that can go down in

the history books as one of the greatest marketing campaigns of all time ... And he did it at age 27, broke,

un-employed, with no experience and acting like a bumbling idiot along the way. You think landing that

job youve been pursuing is tough? Frustrated with trying to sell your new info-product? Or are you worn

out because you cant seem to sell anyone on joining you in your network marketing downline? Try Brians

shoes on for size... Try going from un-known and un-employed to landing a date with Drew Barrymore.

(More about that in the video below). What Brian did well (by accident) is the same thing that could land

you better career opportunities, more dates, more joint venture partners, more leads, and a lot more

sales... effective use of the web for marketing. Jay Abraham and Ted Nicholas, two men who each get

paid a hefty compensation for their advice and have played a part in billions of dollars worth of sales...

both constantly harp on the fact that the single most profitable skill to develop is marketing. ... Because it

applies to nearly every part of your lifes goals: finding the right partner, getting the right job, achieving

your sales goals, making more money ... It can also help in attaining a 2-decade old dream of sitting down

for a date with a Hollywood superstar. My Date With Drew is one of the best case studies of a marketing

campaign (even though its a documentary) because it shows that pretty much any goal can be attained if

the message for the target audience is presented right and communicated effectively. And the internet

gives 1 Billion + users worth of opportunity to get that message right! Just a fraction of those individuals

even seeing an offer can mean an incredible amount of wealth. ... The Same Skill Helped Regular-Guy

But Extra-Ordinary Marketer, John Reese, Create $1,000,000 in 24 Hours This is probably old news to

you, but the knowledge of online advertising (ie: traffic generation) is also why this one-man show was

able to generate an impressive amount of sales in just one day: $1 MILLION in 24 hours. The skeptics will
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quickly say Nonsense! How is that even possible? ... ...Nothing to be skeptical about. If you had

something that 1 in 200 people would happily pay $1000 for ... and you could show 200,000 people an

offer for that something ... thats 1000 sales youd receive, each for $1000 = $1,000,000. And, if you

showed those 200,000 your offer all in the same day, youd also produce $1 million in sales within 24

hours, right? What you should now be asking is how can I start learning at least a FRACTION of what this

John Reese guy knows about traffic generation. I pick on John Reese because hes a bit of a celebrity

with online marketers ever since his publicity stunt. But there are THOUSANDS of men and women who

earn very impressive incomes online because they learned how to funnel attention who youd never hear

about. If you can grab the attention of just a portion of the 1 Billion + internet users worldwide long

enough to present an introduction to your offer, you too can get one step closer to your income goal. So

how can YOU start learning proper, ethical and effective online advertising (or traffic generation)

techniques? Be Careful Who You Take Flying Lessons From! My good friend and co-creator of How Can

I Get Visitors To My Website: Traffic Generation Techniques Explained, Doug Hudiburg, runs a website

called DailyMarketingAcesthat features snippets of online business building tips from dozens of

contributors.
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